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Introduction 
Part 1 [&Sections i -- 4) of this paper studies cotnodules and comodule algebras, i.e. 
nonassociative algebras together with multiplicative comodule structure maps relative 
to a commutative Hc3pf algebra. This point of view generalizes the notion of module- 
algebra over a commutative Hopf algebra. 
The principal results tire the applications in Part II (Sections S-f) to questions 
of invariant radical splittings in nonassociative algebras. These results generalize most 
known invariant splitting theorems relative to groups of automorphisms or Lie alge- 
bras of derivations. 
The initial parts of Seu tions I and 2 contain a sketch of Chapter II of [3]. Much 
of Part I beyond this, most likely represents either known (e.g., to M. Sweedler) but 
unpublished results or new proofs of known results. Our basic notation and termino- 
logy will be that of [SJ which we shall use freely. in particular, any unexplained no- . 
tation introduced here wib be found in 18). 
1. Comodules and comodule algebras 
1. Representative functions and coalgebras 
Let G be a semigroup with identity Q and let Mk(G) denote the commutative 
k-algebra of all maps from G to k. IQ(G) is a G bimc>dule, Jvhere the left, right actions 
are given by 
VfE&(G), X, _I’, z E G. For fEMk(G). we let k Gmf; k PC and k G+G‘ denote the 
k-span of the left G-orbit off. right G-orbit off and bi-G-orbit of 1: If any of the 
above is !“lnitc dimensional, then they all are. 
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Let A bc an associative aigcbra with ide&$ over k. Wc will denote the under- 
lying multiplicative semigroup of A by A,. 
Pmposition t 4. ( I ) Rk(A,,) II A * is a submal”ebra of R, (A,,). 
C)ff Rk(AnI) n A * CJ f E A * und ker f cotttairrs u cofirti f e ideal. 
hoof. t 1) It is obvious that iffE Rk(Am) f7 A* then Vv) C: A* f7 Rk(A,,,;; therefore 
the latter subspxc is a subcoa&bra. 
(21 For j’E R&4,, ) n A* let (r; + . . . . h,,) be a basis for t’V1). and set I = n ker fi. 
For x E A, y E f, fi(xy) = (Ii *x)(y) = 0 = @jx); so I is an ideal and clearly I C ker /: 
l-he map A/2 4 v(J)*, 4 + I --* “g +a)** is a linear injection. hence I is cofinite. Con- 
wsdy, kt f’E A* and let J be a cufinite ideal in ker f’. If {aI , . . . . a,l j generate A mo- 
duio J. then an easy computation shows that k A,*fis spanned by {a& .,., a,& 
F~llowm~ the notation in (81, we henceforth write A* for R&l& fi A*. 
2. Como&ln 3 
If C is an arbitrary coalgebra over k, then P carries an associative algebra struc- 
ture, where the product c*d* of linear functionals is defined by 
and the identity for C is the augmentation e : C + k. We let .i be the canonica.l in- 
clusion of Cin P*. 
Hence k i(c)*C+ is finite dimensional nd i(C) 6 R&F) n P* = PO. Rewriting 
the middle line in the preceding as 
c~+), c%L(q& d”), 
we immediately obtain A -i.(c) = i @ i AC. Also ci(c) z (i(c), l& = E(C) and i 
is a coalgebra morphism. 
Cwollary 1.6. Let C be an wbitmry cw$ebrxa. Then the st&o&--bra ,yenerated by I 
a siqgle element I’m finite dim&sional. 
tit&uy 1.7. Let C be un arbitwy cualgebm. Then the intersection of subcoalge- 
bw is a subcoa(gebra 
2. cotiuks 
kt G be a semigroup, Y a vector space over k and MY(G) the vector space of all 
maps from G to K MY(G) is a left G-module, where (x*nQ) r= f(p), and RfiG), 
the representative maps of G to V, consists of all f E h+(G), where k G*f is Finite di- 
mensional. The canonical injection c : V@&(C) + My(G) ({(u @f) (x) = uflx)) 
induces an isomorphism between Y @ R&(G) and R @). 
Let p : G + End, Y be a Jocally finite representation f G in V, and define 
p*: V-*My(G) by p*@)(x) = pIx)(v) WW. Then p*(v) SZR,(G) = S( VQP R#)) and 
$ =: {‘$* is a right Rk(G)comodule structure on l? Conversely, if JI is a right 
RE(G)comodule structure on Y, then V becomes aIoc ty finite left G-module if we 
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We let p+ be the aviated representation. The correspondences p + I), and $ -p& 
are inverses, hence we have a bijection between the set of al8 locally finite left G-mo* 
dule structures on tTand all right /$(G)-comodule structures on K 
If.4 is an associative algebra with identity, then among the locally finite left 
A,=module strut tu res on V, we have the locally finite left A-module st ruC tures. These 
correspond exactly to A” 5 R&4,)comodule structures. More precisely, we have: 
Proof, Let {~,,i be a basis t‘or K For u E CI write p+u = “X3 634). Since 1” is an 
A-moduk, it ftrllows that the fi E A *, thus p* k’C c( kY@ A ). For the second assert- 
Ann writing $0 = Zq @Ii, wherefi E .4=, we see that x*u = SuJ&~). Since the_& are 
lhear functianais, it follows that this action is a left A-module action. 
Let B be a biaigebrs over k, i.e., B is an algebra over k and also it coalgcbra over k. 
where the costructure maps are associative algpbra marphisms. Let a be a nonasscxia- 
tive algebra over k and a left B-module. We say that the B-module structure mtwsures 
‘!I if 
for all .x E 1y, u, rfi E k . if vr has an identity and .x* 1% = E(X) 19 for all x E B, then we 
refer to the measuring as a unitary measuring. 
Recall that 61” is atsr, a bialgebrs over k. The costructure is that previously intro- 
duced, viz., that of R&,,). The algebra structure is inherited from that of P 18. 
Chapter VI 1. 
We have already seen that locally finite left B-modules are precisely right B”-cw 
modules. We next identify focally-finite left B-module structures which are mebsur- 
ings. 
Prmf. Let p : B -+ Horn&&, ti ) be a locally finite representation f B on y1 which 
measure tr to YC . For a, b E YI, x E B, 
= X l d? = p*(ab)(x). 
Thus $,(ob) = {‘$P(ab) = $,(a)$#~). If additionally the measuring isunitary, then 
X’ 1% = e(x)ly, = 50% C3 M..T) 
implies that 
&+ 44 = I$ <$? E= l* CD lg. 
Conversely, lel $2 : 94 4% @ B” be a multiplicative Ilo-comodule structure. For 
x E B, a, b E 21, we compute 
Thus the corresponding representation f B is a measuring. If $ lpl = let @ C, then 
X’l’h = E(X) 1, and the measuring isunitary. 
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3. Rational modules 
Let A be a bialgebra over the field k. A left P-module, M, is called ratimd ’ if it is 
locally finite and every coordinate fun&on is in A C A**. Equivalently, M has a 
(uniquely determined) right A-comodule structure $J : M +M@ A, where &m is 
obtained as Z~,@&Z*, mtl $ ($ m = Ztm~mIQ~@m~l ,). 
Let A be a Hopf algebra with M and N rational eft A%todules. For TE Hum&M, IV’), 
a* E A *r we define u* -4% Horn&W, IV) by (cf. (9J) 
‘Proposition 3.2. A * @ Hom# IV) + HOT I#, N), “8°C 8 1‘ + u* -a T’ is u unitary 
.,4 %nodul~ 1 structure. 
[If M is finite dimensional, then this is a rational A*-module structure.l 
hoof. This requires two computations. For the first let o*, 6* GA*, TE Hom#f, Iv), 
m EM, then 
’ It is not uo hard to see that if C is an arbitrary coalgebra then the rational P-modules are 
ptezisely the 1walIy fmite C+-modules if and only if i : C -+ C*O (see Theorem 1.5) is surjective. 
This was first established in the previously referred to Rutprs seminar, 
Proof. The first assertion is easy. F~br the second rt-AI that a module morphism is 
precisely a carnodule morphism. Thus for m E M, $vn = 2’mt,,Q “‘[I) implies +Tm = 
s -t,,,e @Q) and we compute 
Definition 3.4. Let A be a bialgchta nd M a left P-module. Set 
Jw1 *= {trr EMI a972 = (a*, !,>m for all a* E A*). 
For Vc M, set VA* = VMf”*. 
Roof. The indicated set is clearly contained in MA*. CJ.~nwrscly, let N-I E Ma4 l and 
write $nt = I: q @ ai, where the mi are linearly independen: . Then a*~12 = (a*, lcl )nt 
for all o* E A * and writing nz = C miXC yields C m&a*, ai) = C mi X&P, In) or 
(a”, n,-) = (a’, Ai 1, ? for aII O” E A*. Hence ai = Xi 14 and +I?I = Z OIi @ Xi 1 A ” 1 
=mQ91,. 
= w, 1,) m. 
i ‘Definition 3.7. An element X E A * is catLed an integral for A if 0% = W, 1, ) X for 
ail a* E A*. Equivalently, h f (A,A*p”. The set of ail integrals for A will be denoted 
bY I,4 * 
It is known that dim& = 0 or 1 (see 171) if A is a Hopf algebra. 
Proof. ( 1) 0 (2 j is trivia!. 
For the next implication we need the following lemma. 
Proof. Let (rna}h be a basis for M. For m E M set $m = Cm, @C&n) and let 1) be 
the subspace of C spanned by {C’Jm)[a! E A, m EM). Finally, let I be the kernel of 
the representation f C* on M. it is clear that I = DL is an ideal (hence I) is a subco- 
algebra), and J/(‘.M) C M @D. Both assertions are easy consequences of this. 
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Cotollary 3.10. Let C be a walgebru. Therz c,C is faithful. 
(2) * {3) Let C he a subooalgebra of A. Since ,+4 is cr., and the na!ural action 
of P 2 A */CL on C is induced by the A *osubmodule action, we see that c,C is CL 
But choosing G to be finite dimensional, we see that P is semi-simple and hence 
that C is a direct sum of simple subcoatgebras. This impks that A is a direct sum of 
simple suboodgcbras 191 z hence A = kl @ C, when:! C is a subcoalgebra. If we define 
h E A * by (A, 1) = 1 and AK’= 0, then a simple computation shows that h is an 
idempotcnt in IA. 
(3) 3 (1). Let X be a nonzero idempotent in JA and let M and N be rational eft 
A*-modules. We first show that h -b Homk(fM, N) C Hom,*(M, NJ. Indeed, for 
o’ E A *, 7’ E Homk(M, N), m E M, 
To conclude the proof kt M be a lational left A *-module and PE Horn&M, A’) 
a projection onto a submodule N. By Proposition 3.3( 2), 
=x2 ._bp=~ . ..3p. 
Thus X --) P is a projection and an A *-morphism. We have already observed that 
(‘A a P)M G N, For 11 EN, 
(A ,J P)o = C (x r fill ))t~(~) = (1 a IM jot) = II. 
trrj 
Thus A A P is a projection onto AI 
Definition 3. I I . A bialgcbra A is called ctrsemisimpk if every rational representation 
of A * is completely reducible. 
Proof. Part 
l+xy = 
r; 
= 
= 
Ak~eovcr. if the comodule-algebra 
Part (2). 
structure is unitary then SO is the measuring. 
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codlary 4.3.Ler R : A" --* Homk( %, % ) be t/w represecrtatiort associated with the 
mtionai module stnrcture. Then n induces 5 representation f CA’ (resp. PA”) in 
Autk% (resp. Derk pt ). 
Rnrposition 4.4, Let w be an A-ccmrudule algebra, A (I bialgebra. Thert % n is u sub- 
algebm. 
Roof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.5 and the definition of comodule-alge- 
bl%. 
For any nonasswiative algebra BL and x E %, YW let x, and xp denote the endo- 
morphisms y + yx and y --+ xy, respectively. 
Prop&ion 4.5. Let PI be an A-comodule algebm, A u Hopf algebra. The mop x + xQ 
is an A *-morphism. ff A is zvz.zzutative, then so is x -+ x, . 
Roof. Fora*EA*.yE 8, 
The proof of the second assertion is similar to the above. 
Thtotcm 4.6. Let 81 be a nortassociutiue algebm and ~‘n A-comodufe algebra, A a com- 
mutative Hopf algebra Then Derkti is an AQubmodule of Homk( ~1, ~1). 
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Let 9r be a nonassociative algebra over k. Recall that the multiplication algebra of 
~1, denoted by a(s), is the smallest associative subalgebra of Ho-nk( or, 9 ) contain- 
ing W, + B,. If e is a subalgebra of % , then !@,!e ) will denote the subalgebra of
m[ B) generated by left and right multiplications of Q by elements of ‘ti . 
Proof. From the form of elements in YIP{% ) it will suffice to establish the following 
formula: let x1 , . . . . x” E ti and for each i let MS denote either x’p or 2;. For a* E A+ 
we have 
(P a monomial in tl + t noncommuting variables) 
Similariy, we see that 
Proof. It suffices to show that b,, h, E HomA*( a.%) for all b E ‘t;. Thus for b E S, 
aE %.a*EA*, 
Simitarly, a+*ab = (a**a)b. 
5 Splittings: Existence 
II. Applications 
We shd need the following clemen tary result. 
Proof. Cierir. 
_hof. Let P be the projection of ?t onto 9; along 5,. By the above, P is a derivation. 
We let X be a nonzero idempotent in (A. The proof of Theorer? 3.8 shows that X -1 P 
is a comodule morphism and projection onto %, while Theoreh 4.6 shows that 
h -4 P is a derivation. By Proposition 5.1, g = ker (‘A ‘--- P) satisfies all our requirements. 
The preceding is the basis for 
Theorem 5.3. Let d bc a finitca dimeWnrra1 associative, alterrlatiw, Jda~l for Lie) 
a!gehru over u field k (of characlteristic 0). % = radical 91. Assume that 31 is a ~cmw- 
&de-utgebra for a Cumntutati~e cmemisintpIe Hopf algebra A wcl that 9i is a subs- 
ntodtrl~~. If 41 /s is separable, then there is a subatgebra subcomoddc cw~~plirlterzt to % 
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Roof. In each of the above cases, there is a sequence of subspaces % = !Q) 2 9i(2) 
3 *‘* 2 R(,*_ 1) 2 S(,) = {O). Additionally, St*, = % Q 9i and is an ideal (if VJ is 
Jordan, we take Q) = %a !‘i t ‘21 l ( t)i l % )). We induct on the index N of S. The 
case II = 2 is the preceding theorem, and we assume the result in all situations where 
the index of the radical is at most n - 1. Consider now the case where the index is 
n;;;s3. 
Our first observation is that $$2, is a subcomodule. Indeed, 
0” l rr’ = c ‘co, “@) (a’, r&$ f s ‘9i , 
for all a* E A +* r, t’ E S, which sb~ws that 9i(z) is an A *-submodule hence an A-sub- 
comodule. The computation wherg ti is Jordan is similar. 
We consider the quotient algebra %% =% / s(2). Since s(2) is a subcomodule, % is 
a right .4-comodule and it is clear that this is a comodule-algebra structure. Also s = 
= si ,$2) = radical 91 is a subuomodule. By Theorem 5.2, there is a subalgebra subco- 
module 2, with % = Et @ K, since X/$X zz %,J% is separable. Let E, be the inverse 
image of 2, under the canonical morphism yi -+ %‘. s1 is a subalgebra and subcomo- 
dule containing q2,. Since z 1 / Q) = S I is separable, it follows that %,2) = radical 
E I. Since index s(2) G 11 - 1. it follows that there is a subalgebra subcomodule $2 
of Et with .$ = ~2 G 9Q2). It now follows that b = 2 @ ‘x for 3 is separable (hence 
~na=Eo~)andIa:kl=[5t:k]=[\zr:~i]. 
6. Splittings: uniqueness 
Roof. Let e, f be the projections of VI associated witlr the decomposition % g 
= E @ YL Each is a comodule mwphisnt and e is an algebra morphism with el $l in- 
jective. We equip $ with an zI -bimodule structure by setting 
s*a*h=sllf?~h) 
for all s, h f E, , a E ‘a. % is clearly a subbimodule and for s. h E 5 I WC have 
fish j = sh - E(s) c(h) 
= sh -_ s c(h) + s e(h) - e(s) 4h j 
= s*fihj +flsj*h. 
Hence f’r cl is a generalized erivation and by [ 1, Theorem 72, 161 there is a y ES 
with f(s) 2 s l _V y.s = sy y e(s) for all s E E I . 
Now if i is the in&sion of Ed in ti, the above shows that 
Letting X be an integral for A with (A, IA) = 1, we invoke Proposition 3.6 to see that 
j-1 sI = X 1 (j-1 E 1 ), and then use Propositions 3.3 and 4.5 to effect the computation, 
= W))), (X=_v), “C) *i, 
If we let s = A”_P E %*I*, the above shr,ws that s I. e(s) = j(s) = sx .x 4(s) or e(S) = 
~(1 -x)%(1 . .~)f~ra~l’SE+asdesircd. 
The last assertion follows from Propositiun 4.8. 
Proof. Note that [ 94. 9i 1 55 8 Ci 91 = nilradiual II. so cxp ad x will be meaningful. As 
in the preceding Case we Set Y, $be the projections of &r corresponding to 91 = 
z _ @ %. Both are comodule mo;phisms, 4is an algebra morphism and cl :t is injcctive. 
Furthermore, for all .Y, y E ‘31 we note that 
hence flpr TV 1 G f ~1, % J z 2; (cf. (4, pp. 92---931). In particular, zi f \ E 1, z l 1 
implies that 2 I c E ‘B @. 
We shall show inductively that for each k, there is an xk E e*‘4* with Q = 
=2, exp ad “k $ L - * %$k-ll 2 Since 8 is solvable. the proof will eventually be completed. . 
Fur k = I we choose q = 0 and assume the existence of an .Yk with the above pcoptr- 
ties. 
We equip ‘8(k-1) with a 2k’ module structure by setting bax = [h, e(x)] tkr all 
b E $k-l), .Y E Ek, rf, Ik) C It;tkol) is a submodule and we let stk) be the quotient- 
module, with TJ : dk-l) -+ 3(k) the canonical morphism. As in the initial [Iart of the 
proof of Theorem 5.6, we observe that each of 8, #-l) and yitk) arc .4-subcomr)dulcs. 
hence @Ik) is an komodule, where TJ is a comodule morphism. 
’ At this stap we defer to extant literature and write certain maps on the right. 
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hence by 14, Lemma 3, p. 771, there is a 6 E *tk) with J(x) = ?i l x for ail x E Sk. 
i.e., II = q - !I, T ei, wherei: Ek -+ 31 is the inclusion. 
Again letting X be a nonzero idempotent in &.. we prrlcced exactly as in the prc= 
virus situation to conclude that 
Hence E k expadJ?C ZXW8fk! 
To conclude the proof observe that the Campbell .--Baker --Hausdorff ormula 
states that exp ad xk exp ad y = exp ad xk+ , where +.I is in the subalgebra of% 
generated by _rk and _I’. Rut .rk, _I* E f yt , Eli 1 1s * implies Xk+i E 19~. 9i 1”’ (Proposition 
4.4) and exp ad JQ. +t is a comodute morphism (Proposition 4.8). 
Proof. It is known that % is nilpotent and as in the preceding result, we shall induc- 
tMy produce a derivation Dk E ( raJical'lR (‘it )p’ which is 3 comodute morphism 
satisfying -C f exp Dk s Zk c 2 @ & ’ and everi:ualiy complete the proof. 
The case k = 1 is trivial and we assume the existerlce of a Dk as above. As before, 
c, f’wiil be the projections of s corresponding to YI = 2 6 s and equip il;i with an 
Sk-bimoduie structure by setting 
for all s E +, t E 5. Then ?I$ and &‘t 
‘=k + Sk s 
are subbrmodu!es and d = 7’) af’i Ek : 
ski skzi (,q the canonica: morphism sk --* sk) is a generalized erive 
’ Sa? fwtnote 2 on previous page. 
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tion into the quotient bimodule. By [6, p. I I], there are hi E VI ,_v~ E gik with cl,u = ._-__---I...._ - 
X r= Dbi,,~‘i = X(X Dbi._~i a 77) for x E Ek (where D/,,_,, = [b,, _I~u] + [bp, _~,l + [b,,yr] 
is a nilpotent derivation in the radical of ~-l1( YI 1; see [6, p. 81). Again letting X be a 
nonzerc~ idempotent in J;r and using the fact that CJ is a comodule morphism, we 
campu te, 
d(S) = ah .~ d)(x) = -US h .-+ D~,vi) l rl. 
Let D = X ~ ~ C)bi..rli. We atre3dy know that D E Der, 3. Using Theorem 4.7, we 
see that D E radical YR( et ). Indeed, D is a linear combination of maps of the form 
where M* denotes either a right or left multiplication by the element * E ti By 
Theorem 4 I, . 
and the tatter is in radrcsl !RI( 3 ) 16, Theorem t 1. Similarly X -4 M~$lb E radical &a), 
and hence D E radical m (% ). Given the above form al D it is now clear that 
D E (radical w( 81 )Yt* n I.Ierk YI . 
The above computation together with [6, p. 41 shows that D is a derivation and 
in {radicd YR( ~1 )p*. Exactly as in [6, p. 141 we see that 2~ exp D C % @ &+l. 
Using the Campbell--Baker-Hausdorff formula we see that exp Dk exp Pexp DA +1, 
where Dk+ I lies in the Lie subalgebra of m( ‘H ) generated by D and Dk . TINIS DA +1 is 
a derivation and an element of (radicaf IR (B )) A*. Finally, as a composit of cornodule 
morphisms it is 3 camadule morphism. 
Theorem 6.4. Let % be a finite dimensional Jordun algebra over a jIeld ofchamcter- 
istic 0 and a comodule-ulgcbra for a commutative cosemisirrtplle Htspf a&bra A. We 
assume that cjl; = radical VI is a subcw~~c~/ule and that s is u subalgebra subcomodule 
compliment to R . Let 5 t be any semisimple subalgebra and subcwrrodule. Then 
there is a derivation D E (radical YR( ~1 bA’ which is a comodule mtwphism such that 
t,expDc 2. 
Proof. This is similar to the preceding (cf. [ 11, Theorem I]. 
If we 3pply the preceding theorems to the c3se where E 1 is 3 subalgebra subco- 
module compliment o % , then we obtain the usual corollary involving the strong 
uniqueness for invariant Wedderburn, Levi type factors 
7. Comparison with known results 
Throu#wut the preceding sections, we delt with 3 commutative cosemisimple 
Hopf algebra n together with an A-comodule algebra. This is not an uncommon situ- 
ation for we have already seen that focally finite module algebras correspond to co= 
module algebras and we also have: 
Proof. B” is &arly commutative. Our assumption on R implies that every locally 
fit&c B-modute is completely reducible. Now R” is a locally finite B-module (B” is a 
right B” ~module) hence B” is spanned by irreducible left Bmodulcs, hence by 
minimal rkght R” subcomodules. But a minimal right B”-subcomodule is an irreducible 
left Ho*-submodule. Hence g+BO is completeiy reducible. 
In particular. if G is a finite group and pt(G : I 1, then B = kc. is a commutative 
liopf algebra and every B-module is completely reducibfe. Hence if Q is a nonassthzia- 
tivc algebra over k and p : G -+ Aut@ a repsesenfation of G by algebra utomorph- 
wns of 91 , then the induced representation of B on% is a measuring. Thus this situa- 
tion corresponds to a curnodule-algebra structure on ti for a c’ommutative cosemi- 
simple Hopf algebra B”. Additionally, bB” consists of G-fixed points. 
If G is a reductive algebraic group (in the &rly sense of Chcvslley. Borel), then a 
iocaily finite G-module is precisely an A-qomodule for A the affine algebra of G. If 
B is a nonxs75txiative algebra over k then h representation f G in the group of algebra 
automorphisms of 9 corresponds to an A-comodule algebra structure on 9. Here A 
is cou-unutative and sosemisimple, and % A consists of G-t”rxed points. 
Thus Theorem 5.6 contains [ 5, Corollary 5.1 and qheorem in 0 5 1, and [ IO, Theo- 
rem 11 (ii;r automurphisms only) and [ IO, Theorem 31. Thearem 6.1 contains [ 10, 
Theorem 2 1 (for automorphisms only) and Theorem 6.7 co&ins [ IO. Theorem 41. 
theorem 6.3 and 6.4 generake [ 1 1, Theurenrs I and 21. 
If 2 is a scmisimple Lie algebra over k, characteristic k = 0, then a representation 
of yt in the derivation algebra of a nanassociative algebra % leads to a measuring of 
Q by i-Q L) . the universal enveloping algebra of t’. V( Y ) satisfies the rcyuirements 
of Theorem 6.4, hence this situation corresponds to a U(,U )“-comodule algebra struc- 
ture on % and U( v )O is a commutative cosemisimple Hopf algebra. Additilinally, 
SC!{ Y1’ consists of ii -constants. 
Thus Theorems 6. I and 6.2 also generalize (2. Theorems 3. I and 4.11. 
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